Anosognosia: patients' distress and self-awareness of deficits in Alzheimer's disease.
We aimed to study how patients with mild cognitive impairment (MCI) and Alzheimer's disease (AD) suffer from awareness of their deficits. Self-awareness was assessed using the Anosognosia Questionnaire for Dementia in 12 pairs of MCI outpatients and caregivers, 23 with mild AD, and 18 with moderate AD. The discrepancy between patient's and caregiver's evaluation (anosognosia) became greater as AD progressed. The predictors of patients' distress, shown by multiple linear regression analyses, were awareness of decline in intellectual or social functioning; self-awareness of deficits in remembering appointments in MCI; in remembering appointments, writing, mental calculation, and understanding the newspaper in mild AD; and in mental calculation and doing clerical work in moderate AD. Caregivers assumed the predictors of patients' distress differently: awareness of deterioration of memory in MCI and mild AD, and basic activities of daily living in moderate AD. Understanding patients' disability from patients' perspective is required for successful care.